Erratum

In the paper: Guidelines for Designing and Monitoring Social Accountability Interventions, by Erika Lopez Franco and Alex Shankland, Institute of Development Studies, uploaded on OpenDocs 5/11/18, https://opendocs.ids.ac.uk/opendocs/handle/123456789/14105

1. Section 5.2 Tools and approaches, p.18
   Changed from: that can be drawn to complement the SAM approach discussed above
   To: that can be drawn on to complement the approaches discussed in the SONAP Learning Journey report

2. Section 6.3 Indicators and measurement for social accountability interventions, p.22
   Changed from: using some of SDC’s ARIs
   To: using some of SDC’s Aggregated and Thematic Reference Indicators (ARI/TRI).

3. Table num. 5, p.22
   - Table named changed to: Illustration of social accountability programme outcomes mapped to ARI/TRIs
   - Changed name of the second column from ARI to ARI/TRI
   - Row 1/Column 1 and Row 2/Column 1 were merged and the order reversed